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Abstract Within the Transregional Collaborative Research Centre PT-PIESA ,,High-Volume ProductionCompatible Production Technologies for Lightmetal and
Fiber Composite-Based Components with Integrated Piezo
Sensors and Actuators” effective technologies for the production of active components are investigated. One concept
is the direct integration of piezo material as fibers or rods in
sheet metal like for instance aluminum sheets. This paper
deals with the production step of the joining process. Based
on a finite element simulation different dimensional layouts
are experimentally investigated. The results show, that with
an appropriate fill ratio a force-locked connection between
piezo material and carrier material can be achieved.
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1 Introduction
The effective application of adaptive structures requires appropriate production technologies for active modules. Sensor and actuator modules with integrated piezo-fibers or
piezo-foils are the basis of adaptronic technologies. Several
studies treat of the assembling of separate piezo modules
such as active fiber composites [1], macro fiber composites
[16], or foil actuators [14]. The direct integration of such
piezo modules in fiber composites was not only the object of
investigations but also led to patents [3]. To mount laminar
piezo modules on sheet metal, manual fixing with adhesives
is necessary [15]. To achieve real economic benefits, a new
process chain has to be developed in conjunction with the
production of the relevant mechanical structures. The main
objective is to integrate sensors and actuators directly within
the production of structural parts.
By now microsystems technology has reached a level
which allows launching of industrial applications [8]. On
account of this progressive technical development in the
area of microsystems technology, metallic parts with sensor and actor properties are required. On the other hand
the development of microsystems technology facilitates
the direct integration of active materials into sheet metal.
Therefore the Transregional Collaborative Research Centre SFB/TR 39 PT-PIESA of the German Research Foundation ,,High-Volume Production-Compatible Production
Technologies for Lightmetal and Fiber Composite-Based
Components with Integrated Piezo Sensors and Actuators” (<Ger.> Großserienfähige Produktionstechnologien für
leichtmetall- und faserverbundbasierte Komponenten mit integrierten Piezosensoren und -aktoren) deals among other
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topics with large-area microstructuring, precision integration of micro piezo rods and joining by forming. These main
tasks can be seen in Figure 1, which shows a scheme of an
exemplary piezo metal module. This design was first discussed in [2]. The simulations in [2] show, that such a piezo
metal module used as a bending device yields comparable
deformations as a macro fiber composite attached to the
sheet metal surface.
The presented investigation focuses on the microsystems technologies structuring and assembling, mainly joining. The tasks of designing the insulation layer and the electrical contact are considered elsewhere [7]. Therefore experiments were performed for direct integration of the piezo
rods into the metal cavities.
To manufacture the aspired piezo metal module, cavities
are embossed on a metallic carrier material where piezo elements can be inserted and joined. With regard to potential
applications in automotive industry two typical aluminium
alloys (AlMg4.5Mn0.4 and ALSi1.2Mg0.4) were chosen as
carrier material. The plate thickness was defined with approximately 1 mm.
The first challenge is the development and testing of new
micro embossing technologies which ensure a defined microstructuring of large areas. These investigations are based
on the known laws for macro scale forming. Different works
on forming technologies for components with a size of some
millimetres show that the know-how of conventional forming procedures cannot be transferred easily from the macro
into the micro scale [4, 9, 5]. Starting from this point investigations were performed at Chemnitz University of Technology for material flow and the development of a suitable tool
for micro impact extrusion of aluminium alloy sheets. The
results of these investigations prove, that it is possible to produce large structured areas with micro cavities [10, 11, 12].
Figures 2 and 3 show exemplarily the formed micro cavities, with dimensions of 10 x 0.3 x 0.3 mm3 , in
AlMg4.5Mn0.4 with a thickness of 1.0 mm. The pitch between neighbouring cavities is 0.5 mm with a resulting web
width of 0.2 mm.

Fig. 2 SEM micrograph of forming example in AlMg4.5Mn0.4, press
capacity 90 kN, sheet thickness 1.0 mm

0.3

0.3

Fig. 1 Scheme of a metal-based piezo module.

Fig. 3 Structural analysis of forming example in AlMg4.5Mn0.4, press
capacity 90 kN, sheet thickness 1.0 mm

The second main topic of the research is the development of precision integration technologies for piezo rods
in such micro cavities. After the insertion the final process
step is performed as a non-destructively joining of the piezo
elements located in the cavities by a force-locked connection. Therefore no adhesives or potting materials between
the piezo elements and the carrier material should be necessary. The joined composite shall ensure a functional power
transmission from the piezo element to the carrier material.
Not at least it shall guarantee long-term stability and resist
further thermal and mechanical processing steps (e.g. forming and casting). For such a permanent fixation a joining
by forming technology was developed. The results of these
investigations are presented in this study. Especially investigations were performed to analyse the minimum oversize as
function of the width of the joining gap.

2 Process development
2.1 Objectives of the joining process
In Figure 4 two schemes of the initial state and the desired
end state of the joining process are shown. The geometrical
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Fig. 4 Initial state (left) and desired end state (right) of the joining setup.

dimensions of the joining setup are denoted there also. The
joining is achieved by pressing the metal webs. The material flows towards the inlayed piezo elements and closes the
joining gaps.
To meet the functional demands on the piezo metal modules mentioned above the joining end state should have following characteristics:
–
–
–
–
–

integrity of the piezo elements,
complete filling of the joining gaps,
plane top surface,
sufficient pre-load of the piezo elements,
sufficient contact pressure between the piezo elements
and the cavity walls.

Due to the press process the piezo elements are affected
predominantly by compression loads. Therefore the damage
risk is not as critical as for tension loads. The filling of the
joining gaps and the plane top surface depend on the suitable ratio of the web oversize area and the gap area. Based
on the assumption of volume constancy for plastic deformation and considering elastic deformation components this
fill ratio Ae /Ag has to be greater than 1. The pre-load of the
piezo elements and the contact pressure between the piezo
elements and the cavity walls are mutually dependent. They
arise from the elastic deformation of the piezo elements and
the metal carrier.
Finding a geometrical layout, which matches the listed
objectives, is aim of the investigation.

Table 1 Layout variants.
Layout

a
[µm]

b
[µm]

h
[µm]

g
[µm]

Fill ratio

F-I
F-II
F-III
F-IV

280
290
305
305

220
210
195
195

265
265
265
300

10
15
22.5
22.5

2.9
1.8
1.1
1.9

the oversize area Ae to the total area of the joining gap Ag
and is defined as:
b · (h − h p )
Ae
=
>1
(1)
Ag
2 · g · hp
from which follows
2 · g · hp
+ hp
(2)
hmin >
b
The total area of the joining gap consists of the two individual gaps beside the web.
For the experiments piezo rods with a cross section area
of 210 x 260 µm2 were available. A constant value of 0.5 mm
was realized for the pitch a + b (interval of cavities). To investigate the influence of the fill ratio on the joining results
concerning the objectives mentioned in section 2.1 different layout variants were chosen. These layout variants are
shown in Table 1. Variant F-IV implements a similar fill ratio as variant F-II, but with a different web height and joining
gap.
2.3 Numerical Simulation

2.2 Choice of variants
The basic cross section width of the piezo rods is chosen as
about 250 µm to gain a mean electric field of 1 kV/mm with
a maximal electric potential difference at the electrodes of
about 250 V.
Initially the required material oversize e, which is
needed for the complete form filling during the joining, was
evaluated. The related minimal web height hmin depends on
the fill ratio Ae /Ag , which is used as a main parameter of the
joining setup. This ratio describes and evaluates the ratio of

To gain a permanent mechanical contact at the whole potential contact region between piezo-fiber and metal cavity
a sufficient high pre-load of the piezo material is necessary.
This pre-load can be obtained by elastic-plastic deformation
of the webs between the cavities after inlaying of the piezofibers. The joining process by forming the webs was simulated to characterize the pre-load by a finite-element-model,
regarding the joining variants according to Table 1.
Due to the periodic symmetry of the device a half of
the unit cell according to Figure 5 was used as simulation
model.
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Fig. 5 Finite-element-mesh for the joining simulation (variant F-II).

Fig. 6 Joining tool.
Piezo rod

With this plane-strain model the behaviour in the middle
of the device is represented. Influences due to boundary effects are neglected. This is reasonable, because the basic and
essential behaviour is of interest. Boundary effects can practically be minimized by a sufficient size of the passive metal
area beside the activated zone with the piezo rod inlays.
Because the generation of the insulation layer needs further research [7] non-polarized piezo material was directly
inserted in the cavities, without electrodes and insulation
layer. As shown in Figure 5 this is represented in the simulation model.
The simulative joining process is carried out with a rigid
die. The elastic-plastic material behaviour of the used alloy
(AlMg4.5Mn0.4) was described by the material law for nonlinear isotropic hardening (Voce model) based on the measured flow curves. In various references (e.g. [6, 13]) size
effects in micro forming processes are investigated. These
references are mainly focused on micro sheet forming. For
the here presented investigation of joining by forming bulk
deformations are essential. Potential size effects on the material behaviour are neglected for the present, because the
grain size is still relatively small in comparison with the
structure dimension (see Figure 3).
Because non-polarized piezo material was used for the
tests the simulation model does not include piezoelectrical
material behaviour. The piezo material is considered elastic. Plastic deformation of the piezo material is not taken
into account because of the brittle fracture behaviour of the
piezoceramics.
The mechanical contact between die and metal web, and
between piezo material and cavity walls, as well as the possible self contact of the metal material at the ground notch
of the cavity are considered. The joining simulation was carried out as displacement controlled simulation and as force
controlled simulation. For the displacement controlled simulation a maximal movement of the die according to the
oversize of the web was set up. The joining force for the
force controlled simulation was set up, so that a mean contact pressure between die and web of 600 MPa was achieved.

Carrier material
Joining gap
with cavities

Fig. 7 Assembled carrier structure.

This is consistent to the experimental induced compression
stress.

2.4 Experimental setup
To verify the simulation model and to test whether joints
with the characteristics mentioned in section 2.1 can be obtained joining experiments accordingly Table 1 were conducted.
For the experimental investigations a joining setup was
realized, which is shown in Figure 6. The tools are two flat
stamps, which are conducted in a die set. The test piece,
which was fitted with piezo rods by help of manual precision
integration (Figure 7) is placed on the bottom die. During the
joining process the system is closed by help of increasing
force. Thereby force and path were monitored and various
stages of the joining process were evaluated.

3 Results and discussion
In Table 2 the experimental and the numerical joining results of the four investigated variantes are compared. Cross
section displays of the test pieces and the simulated deformations after die unloading are shown.
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Table 2 Comparision of experimental and numerical deformations.
Var.

Ae /Ag

b

h

g

[µm ]

[µm ]

[µm ]

Description

F-I

2.9

220

265

10

– manual inserting of
the piezo rod is not
possible

F-II

1.8

210

265

15

– manual inserting of
the piezo rod
possible
– complete filling of
the joining gap

F-III

1.1

195

265

22.5

– manual inserting
possible
– no complete filling
of the joining gap

F-IV

1.9

195

300

22.5

– manual inserting
possible
– complete filling of
the joining gap
– remaining oversize

Inserting of the piezo rods in the cavities with a joining
gap of 10 µm was not possible. Variant F-I could not experimentally investigated.
The experimentally determined deformations of variants
F-II, F-III, and F-IV after the joining process basically conforms to the numerically predicted displacements. It can be
concluded that the simulation results for variant F-I accords
in principle to the experimantally expected ones.
For no variant damage of the piezo elements was detected.
The fill ratio Ae /Ag mainly affects the joining behaviour.
An overvalued fill ratio enforces an overlap of the metal
over the piezo material (F-I).
An undervalued fill ratio leads to an only partially closing of the joining gap (F-III). The residual wedge-shaped
gap appears at the top of the cavity as well as at the ground.
The experimentally results do not show the ground gap so
clearly because the available piezo rods had a slight unevenness, which fills the gap. This unevenness was not incorporated in the simulation model. The oversize in these cases

Experiment

Simulation
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is completely levelled. The sequence of the form filling can
be identified. The filling of the gap is carried out and started
from the bottom upwards. The geometry of the side shows
a convex shape at the top of the upper corner. The formed
barrel, which is a result of friction between the tool and the
work piece, occurs analogue to a cylinder upsetting test.
For the variants with medium fill ratio (F-II, F-IV) the
joining gap is closed nearly total. Only at the ground of
the cavity remains an insignificant gap. However, there are
differences in the flattening of the oversize depending on
the actual geometric dimensions. Among the samples of the
variant F-II the oversize is almost completely planed. On
the other hand a low oversize at the variant F-IV remains,
despite a similar fill ratio.
Under the assumption of constant volume in both cases
(F-II, F-IV) a uniform level of the oversize could be expected, which amounts to about 50 % of the initial oversize. Nevertheless, the experimental and simulativ results
show that the oversize of the experiments is either completely planed (F-II) or only present at low proportions (F-
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Fig. 8 Exemplary joining results in a
gap of 15 µm and a fill ratio of 1.8 in
the alloy sheets AlMg4.5Mn0.4 (F-II).
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The investigations of joining have shown that a forcelocked connection of piezo rods with aluminium alloy carrier material can be generated by forming. The experimental
determined joining behaviour basically conforms to the simulative predicted behaviour. The results have shown, that the
fill ratio Ae /Ag shall be around 1.8. With this fill ratio a joining connection can be achieved, which fulfills the requested
conditions mentioned in section 2.1.

4 Summary

Fig. 9 Contact pressure [MPa] after joining process (variant F-II).

IV). The reason for this is the different elastic compression.
The elastic volume compression by itself requires a fill ratio
greater than 1 to completely fill the gaps. Due to the different
gap size, respectivily web width, the distribution of elastic
strains is different. Hence, the remaining oversize of variant F-IV results from the slightly greater fill ratio, compared
with variant F-II, and the slightly lower elastic compression.
To get a closer look on the results for layout F-II a photo
and a polished cut image of the joining connection is shown
in Figure 8. A die pressure of about 600 MPa was applied.
No cracks are visible on the surface of the produced joining.
A homogeneous form filling over the entire length of the
cavity can be achieved and the joining gap is completely
closed. The cross section of the joining connection (Figure
8 right) shows that the carrier material lays homogeneously
on the piezo rod.
In Figure 9 the simulated remaining contact pressure between piezo material and carrier material after die unloading
for variant F-II is shown.
After the joining process a widely homogenous contact
pressure between piezo material and cavity wall remains.
This provides an adequate preload for the piezo material.
With regard to the polarization of the piezo material it is to
test, whether the fill ratio can be lowered, so that a contact
pressure is obtained, which provides a sufficient mechanical
preload and allows effective polarization. This is one topic
of further research.

A study for direct integration of piezo material into cavities
of a carrier sheet metal was performed. By elastic-plastic
deformation of the oversized webs and filling of the joining gap between piezo rod and carrier metal a force-locked
connection could be established. For a complete closing of
the joining gap a fill ratio Ae /Ag of about 1.8 is essential.
The accompanying simulation showed that after pressing a
widely homogenous contact pressure between piezo material and cavity wall is achieved which provides a pre-load
for the piezo rods.
Further steps towards an active piezo metal module involve fine tuning of the fill ratio with respect to the remaining contact pressure and joining experiments with insulation
layer and electrodes.
With the experimentally verified simulation model the
influence of production tolerances with regard to the geometrical dimensions can be investigated.
Acknowledgements The authors thank the German Research Foundation for the financial support of the investigations within the scope
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